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1.

Introduction

The First .CA'AAU Conference of Vice-Chaticellors, Presidents and Rectors of
Institutions o, ^her Learning in Africa was held in January, 1982 in Addis Ababa,

■*,H,":

' C<T^ence adoressed itself to the issue of the contribution of the

institutions o^ nighcr learning in Africa to the implementation of the La-os Plan
01: Action ana subsequently adoptee a number of recommendations thereon.

M«* THi C°nfOrence *lso ^coiacended, amonS other things, that the institutions of

higher learning in Africa should meet periodically, at least once every three years
to review Africa's development problems and examine the role of the institutions

ot higher learning in solvinr those problems.

'

,rnJ" fulfillment of that mandate and in view of the seriousness of the prevailing

ZZ
^ AfriCa' oftheHigher
SeC°ndLearning
C°nference
has been Rapidly
OevotL to the
theme. ^
The vResponse C"S1&
of Institutions
to Africa's

Deteriorating Social and Economic Conditions".
II.

Objectives

faC£S " Critical economic and social crisis which poses a real

S™al of the continent as a viable economic and" social entity

rapidly escalated and reached a crisis levsl in the early 1980s as a resultTthe

rapiuly decenoratins international economic environment and the widespread, severe

and persistent drought which has now spread to 36 African countries.

Those factors have interacted to create a crisis of development
pment in
in Africa
Africa

tT prOP°^iOOB
^' and tO bri"?
CtT
bi -bo«t
b the
h worst human and economic"
m m recent history of Africa. Almost every indicator of social and

rs:: "kerhas shc™a ^^^ ™*«*° ^^ ^/or a ^^

trend.Suffice here to mention that average per capita income in many African

18?"111 teTleSS than whatit «» 15 years ago; about 70 per cent

is nc"- ^stitute or is on the verge of ooverty; the

IZlopl
.:eS
deCUrled
bV m°re
50 P«
cent between
977
and 1.81, i:t\V
the debt situation
of African
countries
has than
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a crisis
level where
JTT^
l 1933
f as compared to 13C per cent by the end of 1981
.t .toO per ^
cent in

and the ratio of debt service to export earning amounted to 22 A oer cent in

983 comparea with 10.7 ,er cert in 1930; about one half of the African labour

torce is unemployed or underemployed; as a result of the serious collate in

TT68 Af 1Ca r"d h

197Q-1QA1 \lT
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* * S1X conmodltles amounted to $2.2 billion during the period

1975 1981, only one m four Africans has access to safe drinking water, health

facilities are grossly inadequate and are unevenly distributed in favour of urban

£-?.;-<£
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;„ Z th"rtj7 T ralgratlOn and ~-ts of refugees and displaced
If"'3" CentraS have cre3ted intolerable HvinB conditions in urban
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reaairpd for IC f°rt-e™ crisi-, the Ion-tern structural measures that are

'

the transformation of Africa from its present dependent situation to

a fully self-sustained and seif-relianC economic community, as amply elaborated in
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the Lagos Plan of Action, must be faithfully implemented. Indeed the potential
and the resources, both physical and human, are there and what is needed is the
total political commitment and resolve to initiate the necessary structural changes
^

While such a responsibility primarily lies with African governments

the

institutions of higher learning have a major responsibility for contributing to

the creation of the conditions that are necessary for such change and meeting the
challange ofthe socio-economic crisis in general. The present conference provides

*£ I a* ^t Wlth-a UniqUe °PP°rtunity to examine their response to the crisis
and to detail the actions that need to be undertaken by them.

In light of the foregoing, the Conference is expected to;

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
-

review the causes

crisis;

nature and implications of Africa's socio-economic

examine the measures that are needed to deal with the crisis in the
short, medium- and long-terms, and

define the response of African institutions of higher learning to the

rapidly deteriorating socio-economic conditions in the. continent arid
to the need for establishing a sound basis for Africa's socio-economic

recovery and self-reliant and self-sustained development.

In this latter regard it is essential that the Conference should,'inter alia.

(i)

re-examine the role of the institutions of higher learning with a view

to reorienting and/or strengthening the existing institutional

"

structures, curricula content and methods and the research focus in those

institutions to better meet the challan^e of the crisis and the
requirements for Africa's long-term self-sustained and self-reliant

development as enunciated by the Lagos Plan of Action?

n^-^i^T1^6 ?ractit;al measures «* strategies for the development
national and regional capacities and capabilities for producing the

high quality manpower that is required tor Africa's accelerated, selfsustained and self-reliant development,

(iii) elaborate strategies for the active and effective involvement of the

African institutions of higher learning, in the process of socio-economic

^^■X^^""-1"^ °f ^ -^tioa of those institutions
(iv) develop guidelines for the further strengthening of co-operation among

toSheUch^n
°f ^f"
l6arning " development
***" WUh ain View
tO'better responding
to the challange
of socio-economic
Africa.
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Aside from the issue of the crisis, the Conference i. also expected ^ review

nroaress being made in the implementation of the recommendations of the First ECA/AAU

inference and to discuss various aspects related to the cooperation between the
institutions of higher learning m general.
III. Participation

Delegates to the Conference will be Vic-Chancellors

Presidents

those institutions on the basis of their:

(i)

(ii)

role in furthering the development of their institutions;

knowledge of and involvement in the problems of socio-economic development
and higher education;

(iii)

and

contribution to human resources development in Africa*

.

.

represented by a delegation of at least two members, and institutions are
send more than two delegates.

Nominations should be communicated to ECA by t

the travel and subsistence expenses of the delegates are
institutions.

IV.

Agenda for the Meeting

The provisional agenda for the Conference is contained in Annex I of this
Aide-memoire.

V.

Documentation

only, that of the original document.
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VI.

Venue

and Date

The Conference will be held at the Conference Centre, Royal Swazi

Suns

Mbabane, Swaziland from 18-22 February 1985.
Participants are expected to
arrive in Swaziland on or before 17 February 19S5.
Information on travel and
accommodation are contained in an attached separate document.

VII.

Working Languages

English and French will be the working languages of the Conference.
Simultaneous
interpretation in the two languages will be provided.
Translation will be strictly
limited to the report and proceedings of the Conference and not to individual papers
and reports which are intended for information purposes.

VIII.

Agencies and Organizations

In addition to delegates from institutions of higher learning in Africa,
invitations will be extended to the United Nations agencies, international
organizations and other inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations to
attend the Conference as observers.

IX.

Programme of Work

The Conference will meet in Plenary and Committee Sessions.

A detailed

provisional programme of work will be presented for adoption by the Conference

X.

Address for Communication

Enquiries about the Conference and nominations of participants should be
addressed

to;

Dr.

Sadig Rasheed

Chief

Public Administrations Management and
Manpower Division

Economic Commission for Africa
P.O.

Box 3001

Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
Telex No.;

21029 UNECA
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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1.

Opening of the Conference:

Opening statements will be delivered by the representative of the Host
Government, the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for
Africa, the Secretary-General of the Association of African Universities
and the representatives of the Organization of African Unity and the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
2.

Election of Officers:

A Chairman, two Vice-Chairman and a Rapporteur. '
3.

Adoption of the Agenda and Programme of Work.

4.

Consideration of the progress report on the implementation of the recommendations
of the First ECA/AAU Conference of Vice-Chancellors, Presidents and Rectors of
the Institutions of Higher Learning in Africa.

5.

Review of the causes, nature and implications of Africa's socio-economic crisis.

6.

Measures to deal with the crisis in the short-, medium- and long-terms.

7.

The response of African institutions of higher learning to the challenge of
the crisist

(a)

Re-orientation and/or strengthening of the institutional structures,

curricula content and methods and research focus in the institutions of
higher learning to better meet the challenge of the crisis and the
requirements for Africa's long-term self-sustaining and self-reliance
development;

(b)

The contribution of the African institutions of higher learning to the
development of the high quality manpower that is required for Africa1s
accelerated and self-sustained socio-economic development;
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(c)

Stretegies for a more effective and active involvement of the
institutions of higher learning in the process of socio-economic
development;

(d)

Guidelines for the strengthening of co-operation among the institutions
of higher learning with a view to better responding to the challenge of
socio-economic development in Africa.

3.

Presentation of the reports of the Committees.

9.

Co-operation-between the institutions of higher learning.

10.

Any other business.

11.

Date and venue of the Third Conference.

12.

Adoption of the report of the Second Conference.

13.

Closure of the meeting.

-

